
MEMORANDUM

To: Mayor Hunter and Members of the Assembly
Mark Gorman, Municipal Administrator

From: Jay Sweeney, Chief Finance and Administrative Officer

Date: January 17, 2017

Subject: Prospective Revenue from Increase of Sales Tax Cap

Mayor Hunter and Members of the Assembly,

I anticipate that a question will be asked as to how much additional sales tax revenue
would result from an increase in the taxable transaction limit to $12,000.

A precise estimate is difficult to provide, as data does not exist regarding how many
sales over the taxable transaction limit fall with in sales price bands.

For example, the current taxable transaction limit is $3,000. Merchants are not required
to report their sales over this amount in transaction bands, such as between $3,000 and
$4,000, over $10,000, etc., as requiring this level of extra reporting would be onerous
and burdensome on merchants.

We do know, however, that if the taxable transaction limit was eliminated completely,
approximately $2,287,000 in adcHtional sales tax per year would be generated,
assuming the current exemption scheme and no loss of business.

Rather than being a straight line function, sales transaction totals follow a logarithmic
function sloping curve. With each successively higher transaction price, the number of
transactions that occur at that price decline at a logarithmic rate.

Given this, the best answer is a general estimate of a potential range of additional tax
revenues. I would estimate that raising the transaction limit to $12,000 would generate
between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000 in additional tax revenues.

The category of business least affected by the $12,000 cap would be construction, as
many construction contracts far exceed $12,000. The total amount of exempt
construction sales in FY16 was $10,376,194, resulting in $570,691 in taxes being
forgone (at 5.5%). It is also important to note that exemption P, sale for resale, means
that much of this commerce goes untaxed.
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